Title word cross-reference

*(2218).

-cliques [571]. -core [2188, 815, 1712, 1453].
-DB [1088]. -gram [2141]. -grams [1002].
-Nearest-Neighbor [87]. -partite [2346].
-uncertainty [432].

11g [110, 112, 283]. 12c [1780, 1374].

2.0 [126, 2079, 2113, 1158]. 2014 [1187]. 2R [2305]. 2X [1506].
3X [54, 362].
6 [1128].
7 [1199, 1275].
864 [1199].

A* [426]. A*-tree [426].
12

[894]. Destabilizers [421]. DesTeller
[1619, 894]. Detecting
[967]. determinism
[1781]. determinist
[1073]. detouring
[1136]. Deuteronomy
[1038]. Developing
development
[1205]. DGFIndex
[1169, 17]. developments
[1186]. device
[1718]. Dhalion
[303]. DIADEM
[911]. DIADES
[941]. Diagnosing
[92, 90]. diagram
[949]. DIAI
[1179]. did
[1827]. didn't
[2111]. DicTeCoin
[326, 516]. difference
[359]. dispatch
[506]. DISPERS
[780]. dissemination
[1128]. Distance
[1898]. Disk
[242, 380, 821, 862]. disk-based
[2020, 1128]. DISKs
[1057]. Distance-based
[1295, 2380]. Distance-constraint
[1311]. distances
[974]. Distance-join
[1416]. diagnosis
[92]. diagram
[1997]. Discussion
[1225]. Direction
[560, 470, 1543, 244, 153, 1311, 817, 2268, 1295, 1109, 1466, 2318, 556, 600, 1007, 589, 2380, 448, 606, 77, 172, 1686, 1028, 408]. Distance-based
[470, 1543, 1295, 2380]. Distance-constraint
[560]. Distance-join
[1311]. distances
[699, 1642, 974]. distantly
[1916]. distinct
[241]. distortion
Distribution [835, 250, 1635, 1962, 2334, 49, 1637].
distribution-key [2334]. distributions [589, 833]. DITIR [1789]. divergence [171].
diverse [1255, 841, 127, 1694, 2346].
diversification [551, 827, 780, 906].
Diversified [959]. Diversifying [666, 1892].
Diversity [1011, 877, 1667, 1309, 780, 968, 1262].
diversity-based [1309]. Divide [1287].
diving [867]. dmaply [1560]. DNA [2440].
domains [451]. dominant [1292].
domination [2413]. done [1535, 740, 2152].
Don’t [708, 1714]. doppioDB [2079].
doubling [1667, 1109]. down [985, 248, 1402, 933, 2388]. DPSAs [2000].
DPSynthesizer [1174]. DPT [1320].
DPTree [2192]. DQM [1720]. dream [328, 1277]. Dremel [1103, 369]. drift [2337].
drill [1402]. drill-down [1402].
drives [2199, 446, 596]. Drosophila [143].
Durable [1937]. during [1328, 388].
e-commerce [2089, 1055]. E-store [1242].
easy [103, 735, 905, 912]. EasyTicket [125].
ECC [1495]. economic [2082, 716].
edge-oriented [1497]. EdgeDIPN [2394].
edges [1377]. edit [2318, 600, 448, 77, 172, 1868].
Efficiency [953, 233, 2385, 2382, 2272].
FlashView [1790]. Flexible [922, 1740, 105, 1575, 2247, 562, 1948, 1877, 488, 256].
FlexPS [1877]. FLi [462]. Flink(R) [1772].
flipping [603]. FLORIN [1406], flourished [330]. flow [1788, 677, 1796]. Flower [1796].
Folk [1038]. Folk-IS [1038]. folks [1146].
following [964, 700]. footprint [1130].
forecasting [1770, 81, 2425]. forecasts [39].
foreign [1129, 1862, 412]. foreign-key [1129].
Foresight [1807]. forest [181].
formal [1837]. formation [208, 2080].
formats [1762, 2411]. forms [58, 486].
forms-based [58]. formulation [1405].
Forward [1167, 1741, 1432, 2400].
Foundations [436]. fourth [626]. FP [1384]. FPGA [2391, 2167].
FPGA-accelerators [2391]. FPGAs [246, 189, 922, 399]. fragmentation [2082].
fraud [2131, 1577]. FREDE [2456]. Free [2183, 1876, 1467, 1109, 1887, 1067, 2434, 1332, 565, 2231, 1289, 1429].
frequent-pattern [290]. frequently [653].
fresh [653, 1338, 1865]. fridge [2272].
friend [1479, 1172]. friendly [2107, 1330, 519, 862]. friendship [1439].
FrogWild [1296]. Froid [1867, 2077].
Frontier [1923]. FSST [2351]. FTL [914].
FTL-less [914]. Full [256, 1118, 662, 960, 2275]. Full-fidelity
histograms [214, 431, 581, 241, 1929, 996].
historical [74, 1664]. History
[1661, 339, 2086, 766, 1310]. Hitting [2324].
Hive [1136, 323]. hoc
[78, 459, 2101, 2193, 134, 325, 109]. hold
[1714]. Holistic [1851, 2333, 1736, 1728,
2113, 1120, 2383, 1554, 1973]. HoloClean
[1728]. Homogeneous [2210, 1478].
homomorphism [443]. Hone [933]. Hop
[1109, 453, 2009, 2195]. hop-constrained
[2195]. horizontal [2154, 388]. horses
[2102]. Horton [993]. hostage [1714].
hosted [104]. hosting [800]. HPC
[1703, 2218]. hStorage [662]. hStorage-DB
[662]. HTML [1359]. hub [2197, 1868].
HubPPR [1645]. hubs [1322]. Hum [747].
Hum-a-song [747]. Human
[1615, 1825, 573, 535, 1216, 1215, 1926, 2073, 1940].
Human-assisted [535].
Human-in-the-loop [1825, 2073].
Human-powered [573]. humming [747].
Hunting [2209, 99]. Husky [1487]. HV
[375]. HV-tree [375]. Hybrid
[1565, 1050, 824, 247, 2160, 1662, 944, 691,
2093, 521, 662, 2273, 722, 2177, 701].
hybrid-store [722]. Hydra
[1858, 1949, 2191]. Hydralist [2257]. HyPE
[944, 1157]. Hyper [2021, 537, 1803].
Hyper-local [537]. Hypergraph
[2323, 1747]. hypergraphs [985, 2212].
hyperlinks [1003]. hyperloglog [1917].
hypersphere [2265]. hypotheses [1088].
HYRISE [521].
I/O [1622, 862, 771, 1495, 636]. I2RS [1391].
iAVATAR [497]. iBench [1461]. Ibex
[1089]. IBM [316, 882, 1564, 2070].
IBminer [927]. iBTune [2029]. ICARUS
[1940]. iCBS [561]. ICS [2448]. ICS-GNN
[2448]. IDAR [2266]. IDE [1407]. IDEA
[2048]. ideas [1618]. iDEC [2268].
identification [620, 18, 12, 1218].
Identifying
[92, 2321, 437, 372, 654, 76, 496]. identity
[687]. idiosyncrasies [2418]. iFlow [484]. iGraph [380]. IHCS [2093]. IL-Miner
[1630]. image
[1391, 2085, 1250, 1731, 925, 1387, 497, 701].
images [2371]. imaging [338]. immutable
[785]. impact
[1844, 366, 1556, 252, 1189, 2238].
imperative [1867]. implementation
implementations [2058]. Implementing
[162, 549]. implications
[1189, 1316, 1460, 532]. implicit
[1218, 1648]. importance [1739, 221].
impossibility [1099]. imprecise [361].
improve [64, 404, 1489]. Improved
[1910, 235, 2228, 2079, 110]. Improving
[1953, 1276, 210, 2385, 2433, 840, 240, 2364,
1754, 1734]. imputation [1738, 2217, 1331].
In-cache [1249]. In-database
[2088, 2107, 1498, 1268, 1806]. in-depth
[382, 2003, 790, 1307]. In-memory
[2147, 1224, 1493, 2171, 1263, 2431, 1374,
1991, 838, 1570, 1650, 2257, 1835, 1572, 1361,
1378, 1189, 721, 1491, 1804, 2363, 1602, 2272,
202, 1693, 2384, 2050, 1494, 1623, 1074, 1326,
2139, 1702]. in-network [2189]. in-place
[1351]. in-situ [1792]. in-storage [1529].
in-time [725]. incentivized [1732].
including [1847]. inclusion [1917, 1287].
incomplete [2389, 1218, 1588, 939, 605].
Incompleteness [166]. inconsistency [2315, 2421]. inconsistent [812].
Incorporating [2187]. increased [721].
increasing [1643]. Incremental
[1062, 1333, 1554, 819, 2460, 527, 1255, 561,
2420, 1811, 1683, 556, 2281, 1281, 2370].
Incrementalization [2252]. Incrementally
[538, 1734]. independence
[175, 421, 645, 1190, 2408]. independent
[347, 1424, 817, 2401, 111, 1445, 2338, 1608,
1156, 1108]. independent-set [817]. Index
[1541, 273, 242, 200, 1774, 553, 1876, 292,
161, 1789, 543, 2375, 2245, 1138, 2423, 396,
2365, 2332, 1570, 575, 1136, 1066, 2239, 1879,
index [102]. Indexing [1306, 1138, 1364, 589, 84, 173, 1737, 1208, 2361, 943, 2105, 1717, 682, 126, 462, 627, 614, 380, 2158, 563, 1109, 446, 841, 529, 821, 72, 1332, 644, 1721, 1561, 141, 518, 971, 1365, 269, 1048, 1633, 1625, 1645, 83, 2279, 447, 2095, 1660, 848, 2362, 164, 270, 171, 445, 2192], indices [2329], individual [1343, 2198], individualized [2029], indoor [2094, 1574, 1655], induced [2180, 1763, 981], induction [2030], inductive [1238], industrial [2071, 2371, 1776], Industry [102, 1437, 727, 1124], Industry-scale [102], inequalities [1889], Inequality [1710, 1441], iNextCube [322], inference [1140, 2168, 432, 540, 31, 1274, 1498, 2376, 544, 2098, 1728, 1799, 1812, 1491, 843, 1673], inference-enabled [1799], inference-proof [432], Inferring [1491], Inferring [1244, 2390], infinite [1105], influence [2269, 1278, 578, 1911, 1704, 1313, 1457, 1542, 2458, 1695, 1244], Influential [1264, 1913, 1231, 372, 2277], InfoBox [927], infoboxes [583], InfoPuzzle [764], Information [335, 2324, 1021, 2183, 1432, 984, 607, 2223, 391, 2015, 1851, 2285, 2389, 23, 132, 166, 1407, 392, 1588, 630, 2433, 955, 414, 487, 1165, 772, 605, 947, 493, 434, 322, 492], information-theoretic [2015], informative [557, 1226], infrastructure [1421, 724, 1152, 2381, 164], ingestion [2105, 1979, 1373, 2048], inheritance [210], initial [1702], initiative [2341], Injecting [687], inlining [2077], innovative [1201], inquiry [2469], insecure [2347], insertion [1789], insight [2356], insightful [496], insights [2219, 1807, 979, 940], Inspector [2371], instance [1589, 1630], instance-level [1630], instances [1465, 585], Instant [975], instantaneously [464], instruction [1209], instructions [1246], insufficient [1661, 2321], integer [812], integrated [1169, 6, 2093, 1315, 884, 115], Integrating [216, 1462, 1131, 473, 65], Integration [2150, 436, 1252, 1410, 1461, 504, 281, 1589, 846, 261, 64, 2094, 331, 782, 889, 197, 199, 316, 500, 498, 2079, 23, 132, 758, 166, 2266, 1207, 1825, 1149, 1124, 796, 792, 618], integrative [1196], integrity [1280, 522, 148], Intel [2255, 1276], intelligence [297, 1149, 1429], Intelligent [1828, 883, 1729, 473, 1089, 2072], intensive [2442], intent [2032, 2394], inter [2290, 1686], inter-graph [1866], inter-query [2290], interaction [1814, 159, 1179], interactions [2455, 273], Interactive [1140, 1160, 727, 1537, 350, 23, 1642, 1935, 1942, 1782, 740, 1366, 574, 1426, 321, 543, 1411, 2107, 2448, 746, 503, 2158, 1946, 1405, 1328, 132, 897, 1401, 1531, 1227, 1168, 369, 1577, 2326, 1725, 1790, 1561, 309, 1888, 2445, 1666, 497, 761, 2110, 935, 736, 1194, 2439, 1398], interconnected [772], interest [901, 1065, 1713, 1744], Interesting [459, 1428], Interesting-phrase [459], interface [1971, 1343, 1593, 1534, 199, 58, 1405, 930, 1227, 932], interfaces [197, 525], Interleaved [2178], Interleaving [1852, 2279], interlinks [2086], intermediate [2053], Intermittent [2044, 2246], internal [596], Internet [865, 484, 511, 1923, 1127, 1776, 1551], Internet-of-Vehicles [1776], Internet-scale [484, 1551], Interoperability [774, 1389], interplay [1332], Interpretable [1226], interpretation [1388], intersection
intersections [235], interstellar [171].
Interval [1126, 1972, 1741]. intra [1413].
intra-document [1413]. intractable [363].
invalidation [2303]. invariant [1970].
invariant-preserving [1970]. invasive [1623].
inverted [1699]. Inverting [255].
investigating [2075]. InZeit [496]. IPS [935]. iRoad [910]. IS-Label [817].
Island [1438]. islands [693]. IsoDiff [2360]. isolating [2305]. isolation [1087, 1005, 209, 2360, 2390, 259, 731, 2283, 2177].
isomorphism [2426, 1327, 790, 1273, 1638, 32]. issues [881, 979]. ITAA [2072]. item [1609, 2253].
items [152, 1652, 1243]. itemset [684, 267, 781]. itemsets [821, 1243, 710].
iterated [990]. iterative [365, 190, 678, 1448, 925, 1022, 973, 1940, 1001, 1973, 1329].
iTuned [274]. IV [1779]. I've [1734].

iTuned [274]. IV [1779]. I’ve [1734].

kernel [1834]. key [1294, 1129, 465, 950, 2240, 192, 1869, 2334, 1756, 100, 1830, 1862, 2272, 1653, 412, 1326, 2139].
KNN [90, 1002, 664, 1902, 265, 84]. know [1936]. Knowledge [2360, 1644, 1302, 1743, 1184, 1343, 872, 1907, 1814, 1805, 1408, 1675, 967, 1080, 613, 1801, 2062, 1498, 2074, 2202, 2289, 1218, 2236, 927, 1910, 1840, 1379, 488, 309, 1605, 1333, 1400, 772, 2328, 2443, 1591, 1202, 1658, 1522, 1576].
Knowledge-based [1302]. Kodiak [1558].
Kosmix [298]. Krypton [2098]. KV [1326].

LA3 [1903]. label [1109, 794, 2220, 518, 1957, 817].
label-constrained [2220]. labeled [1779].
Labeling [673, 817, 1483, 2371, 2197, 1868, 1400, 1108].
labels [1968, 2342, 57, 1091]. labor [2119].
language-independent [1156].
multi-document [2145], multi-domain [1785, 47], multi-functional [1166], multi-GPU [1857, 2042, 2424], multi-hop [453], multi-machine [1900], multi-master [1087], Multi-modal [2396, 143, 1058], Multi-objective [1240], multi-party [2175], multi-pass [177], multi-pattern [444], multi-probe [1828], Multi-query [1638, 1014, 5], multi-relation [1976], multi-route [299], multi-scale [178], multi-semi-joins [1513], multi-snapshot [1701], multi-source [1259], multi-system [1177], multi-task [2432], multi-tenant [872, 1005, 1880, 1283, 1512], multi-true [1882], Multi-tuple [963], multi-vectorizing [2178], Multi-version [1447, 1121, 1693], multi-versioned [2177], multi-view [2212], multi-way [671], multicore [188, 2207, 2240, 2424, 2170], multicores [1241, 1845], Multidimensional [55, 130, 426, 1315, 1136, 2118], Multilingual [583], multimedia [508], multiplayer [275], Multiple [706, 1506, 440, 224, 188, 2392, 2321, 384, 966, 1605, 2209, 2458, 258, 1260, 238, 2359, 243, 2439], multiplication [532], multiplicity [607], multiset [1987], multiset [631], multistage [946], multistore [885], multitenant [800], multitouch [930], multiversion [986, 1323, 646], Muppet [728], MVCC [2171], my [2332, 1827, 1714], Myriad [737], MySQL [1192], myth [1685], myths [146], n [290, 120], NADEEF [889], naive [268], Name [886], NashDB [2082], Native [2128, 2146, 2449, 2110], Natural [2286, 1343, 1595, 1676, 1227, 1553, 2358, 2450], Navigating [368, 1974, 1580], navigation [1409, 327, 1411, 1537, 1233, 1782], navigational [1427], near [2264, 828, 33, 1115, 1771, 1406, 2338, 2189, 266], near-linear [2189], near-maximum [2338], NEAR-Miner [266], near-optimal [33], near-zero [2264], Nearest [2389, 395, 87, 1493, 1476, 570, 29, 1692, 1490, 1222, 1974, 2268, 1452, 2057, 1066, 657, 2265, 1019, 429, 854, 449, 1221, 264, 263, 1272], NED [1686], need [1075, 1033], needs [1535], negation [683], Nearest [1464, 87, 1476, 570, 1692, 1490, 1222, 1974, 2268, 1452, 2057, 1239, 1231, 1066, 657, 2265, 1019, 395, 449, 1221, 264], Neighbor-sensitive [1464], neighborhood [1173, 1091, 517], neighborhood-centric [1173], neighbors [1493, 29, 429, 1331, 263, 1272], NeMa [794], Neo [2064], Nephele [501], nested [2051, 353, 2358, 2404], net [1479, 462], NET-FLi [462], NetEase [1195], NETS [2035], network [163, 234, 1897, 462, 2448, 2394, 2294, 1761, 2200, 1175, 706, 301, 1601, 122, 2066, 1908, 2270, 1733, 772, 59, 2210, 2372, 322, 1171, 1758, 786, 2132, 2189, 249], network-aware [1733], network-based [2200], network-enhanced [322], networking [893, 325, 1170], networks [1493, 2312, 2269, 1496, 303, 568, 1021, 1927, 2018, 94, 2426, 778, 1680, 1766, 2302, 2223, 813, 12, 1456, 910, 968, 1220, 1475, 2285, 1109, 1453, 222, 2318, 1034, 1264, 2322, 2237, 2464, 1713, 756, 1879, 453, 1279, 544, 1542, 2205, 1915, 472, 518, 1471, 2083, 2465, 271, 325, 1277, 1059, 605, 2432, 257, 640, 1307, 1633, 2031, 2023, 606, 2446, 184, 1209, 524, 2059, 1682, 1712, 370, 1310, 2346, 2277], neural [2426, 2448, 2294, 1761, 2200, 2066, 2450, 2432, 2132], NeuroCard [2374], news [2122, 1406, 932, 811], NewSQL [1163], Next [882, 1619, 1041, 909, 2108], next-generation [1041, 909, 2108], NFV [1769], NG [1641], NG-DBSCAN [1641], Nitro [1570], NLIDBs [2432], NLP [2461], NLP-enhanced [2461], NLPProv [1595], NN [1231, 1879, 49, 2208], no [1618, 630], NOAH [2445], NoDB [750], node
[1783]. NScale [1173]. NUMA
[2218, 1344, 1631]. NUMA-aware
[1254]. NVRAMs [2276].

O [1514, 1622, 862, 771, 1495, 636]. OASIS
[1739]. obfuscation [687]. object
[599]. ODIN [2337]. Odyssey [885]. off
[1659, 2379]. offloading [1089]. okay [535]. OLAK [1682]. OLAP
[139, 1762, 2222, 733, 2129]. OLTP
[1844, 1025, 210, 1762, 2434, 2308, 2427, 565, 579, 693, 2283, 1489, 1931]. OLTP&OLAP
[691]. OLTP-Bench [1025]. OLTP/OLAP
[1762]. OLxP [1369]. OmniDB [938]. on-chip [202]. on-demand [1356]. on-line
[435]. One [1377, 1698, 883, 616, 1008, 1914, 913, 994, 1999, 2374, 1239, 1660]. One-pass
[1698]. one-size-fits-all [1999]. Online
[705, 191, 2084]. onslaught
[719]. ontological [1549, 389]. Ontologies
[146, 313]. Ontology
[1154, 2027, 923, 2092, 1046, 949, 1553]. Ontology-based
[2027, 923, 949]. ontology-driven [1553]. Open
[759, 739, 1210, 881, 880, 1146, 770, 1186, 1614, 1895, 1782]. Opening [677]. operation [1953]. Operational
[1611, 1568]. Operationalizing [2198]. operations [1993]. operator
[193, 1126, 1402, 1835, 833, 877]. operators
[2187, 911, 633]. opinion [1262]. opinions
[904]. opportunistic [1038]. Opportunities
[2207, 2154, 2119, 878, 1534, 881, 715, 1079, 777, 2146, 2121, 2283, 2222]. Optane [2255]. Optimal
[1953, 1983, 1632, 1494]. optimizable
[1751]. Optimization
[44, 2438, 676, 860, 1368, 1946, 1546, 1022,

processing-in-memory [2186]. processor [2155, 922, 1236]. processors [2287, 400, 2226, 539, 1276, 201, 912].

product [1476, 982, 1451, 2368, 2299].

production [2135, 2274]. productive [1325].

products [1914, 547, 2458, 245, 733].

profile [903, 949, 1763, 1779]. profiles [16].

Profiling [1236, 1696, 7, 706, 120, 1385, 1416].


programming-by-example [1878].

programs [1340, 2251, 545, 1867, 1528].


ProgressiveDB [2078]. projected [2006].

projections [276]. Promotion [179].

Pronto [1170]. proof [1143, 432, 2226, 1285]. proof-driven [1143].

proof-of-work [2226]. proofs [574].

Propagating [34]. propagation [1680, 1270, 2387, 963]. PROPOLIS [920].


provenance-based [1994]. provider [1854, 482]. providers [1768]. providing [2204, 1328]. provisioned [920].

provisioning [2082, 1198, 595]. proxies [2304]. Proximity [371, 1897, 1629, 428].

pruning [2009, 564]. PS [1959].

PS-tree-based [1959]. PSynDB [2104].

public [878, 789]. publication [2250, 249]. publications [130]. publish [37, 1155, 38, 811, 1501, 1055].

publish-subscribe [811].

publish/subscribe [37, 1155, 38, 1501, 1055]. publish/subscriber [99].

Publishing [688, 268, 70, 461, 236]. PULs [969]. purchase [652]. purely [2235].


Q&A [1863]. QA [1675]. QIRANA [1810].

QOCO [1395]. QoS [1171].

QS [1176].


Quantcast [870]. quantification [799].

Quantifying [2248, 209]. quantile [2140, 2467]. quantiles [1664]. quantitative [1477]. quantization [1476, 2368, 2386].

quantum [1506]. quasi [2414].

quasi-cliques [2414]. QueRiE [494].


queries [345, 2077, 586, 518, 520, 993, 939, 2358, 1655, 150, 449, 909, 109, 896, 1791,
Reachability
[1108, 681, 560, 998, 2220, 993, 643, 364]. reactive [1859]. Read
[42, 435, 956, 1718, 577, 2461]. Read-once
[435]. Read-optimized [42, 956, 577].
READS [1706]. ready [1481]. Real
[654, 2028, 1125, 1371, 1313, 2380, 1695, 2460, 620, 1380, 1789, 2131, 1610, 1569, 313, 1810, 1369, 2418, 1115, 1220, 383, 1574, 2464, 301, 1406, 464, 176, 1841, 1559, 1156, 1568, 337, 1540, 1740, 2469, 1599, 481, 1142, 1164, 1217, 2425, 1861, 2129, 1194]. Real-time
[2028, 1125, 1371, 1313, 2380, 1695, 620, 1789, 2131, 1569, 1369, 1115, 1220, 2464, 301, 1406, 176, 1841, 1559, 1156, 1568, 1540, 1740, 1599, 481, 1142, 1164, 2425, 1861, 2129, 1194].
real-world
[2460, 313, 383, 1574, 2469, 1217]. realistic
[236]. reality [1924, 328, 1784]. Realization
[1192]. really [157, 1469]. Realtime
[2163, 2231, 947]. rearview
[157]. Reasoning [204, 76, 1907, 2032]. reasons
[361]. recommendation
[233, 1391, 1195, 1125, 1713, 1863, 2396, 1588, 2334, 905, 125, 1142, 647, 1171]. recommendations
[494, 1718, 1200, 550, 1559, 1450]. recommender [908, 652]. recommenders
[1295]. recommending [1807, 279]. recompiling [2377]. reconciliation
[2405, 1034, 121]. Reconciling [1750, 904]. reconfigurable [476]. reconstruction
Recovering [558]. recovery
[2264, 2136, 1263, 626, 707, 2392, 549, 275, 1939, 211, 1258, 2337, 725, 849]. recreation
[1496, 1714]. Redoop [1152]. Redshift
[2334]. reduce [802, 1097, 323, 288]. Reducing
[1152]. refactoring [2005]. Reference
[1392]. Reformulation-based [1392]. region
[1598, 89]. region-based [89]. regional
[1833]. regions [1065, 2043, 1564, 785, 1744, 141]. registration [23, 132]. regression
[2320, 1604, 686]. regressions [2166]. Regret
[439, 1291, 1035, 1443, 2179]. Regret-minimizing
[439, 2179]. regular
[1488, 353]. regulating [1781]. reinforcement [1887, 2134, 2327]. related
[1719, 1311, 199, 1337]. relatedness [1801]. Relation
[605, 2236, 1916, 1976]. Relational
[105, 2302, 602, 1971, 1092, 799, 352, 675, 900, 1900, 1500, 261, 784, 341, 2260, 1005, 1025, 260, 591, 2297, 1723, 2285, 1172, 2109, 1537, 1227, 1504, 353, 1283, 2052, 1608, 1867, 807, 1553, 905, 1567, 1760, 2352, 2299, 1428, 1878, 2425, 223, 1624, 463]. relations
[1987, 2321, 760, 183, 585, 2214, 1705]. relationships
[460, 592, 706, 458, 1273, 1158]. Relative
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